Re-Positioning or Re-Engineering the Liberal Arts Curriculum for the New Economy
As our society continues to mature from a mobile
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technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM)
graduates will continue to increase. With a
workforce obsessed with growth and hiring more
technology workers that are both degreed and nondegreed, as well as greater demand for more
healthcare workers, a number of degrees and
career paths have begun pointing downward. The
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES)
shows in its latest reporting i that the number
earning an undergraduate humanities degree
continues to decline from a high of 291,799 in
2013-14 to 270,643 in 2016-17. In contrast, the
number of baccalaureate level computer science
and engineering graduates has almost doubled
since 1995-96. In addition, the number of
graduates of natural science and mathematics
programs took just sixteen years to double, going
from 89,772 in 2000-01 to 172,100 in 2016-17.
Emsi and the Strada Institute also report ii that from
1970 to 2016, Liberal Arts, Humanities and Social
Science Majors have declined from 36% of majors to 23% of majors. Declines can also be noted in the number of
undergraduate education degree holders.
So, with the humanities struggling, is it time to re-position or re-engineer the liberal arts degree? Early research and a
review of literature suggest that there are many valued assets, skills, tools and competencies gained and developed
through many of the degrees that make up the liberal arts category. Institutions can identify the curricular assets that will
contribute to employability, while re-engineering lesser or weaker curricular components.
Unbundle and recognize the existing assets and strengths within the liberal arts curriculum. One could also argue that
many of these assets or competencies gained through the liberal arts degree are hidden to the employer and thus less
tangible or obvious in the hiring and promotion process. While it may be clear from a computer science major in terms of
the languages learned by looking at a transcript, the skills and competencies that relate to a business environment may be
underleveraged. One solution to bring these skills to the attention of the employer could be the creation of certificates or
badges as one shows proficiency and mastery.
In the recently released Strada and Emsi white paper called Robot-Ready, Human Skills for the Future of Work, the
companies identify a strong need for liberal arts graduates and how they contribute to teams, culture and successful
outcomes. The paper also shows a strong migration from their first job to their third job and benefits associated with it.
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These graduates “hit their stride later in their careers iii,” in that income and career advancement evolve, but often times
not until the liberal arts graduate is well into their 30s or 40s in terms of age.
Re-design the credential to have stronger components that increase employability. After the assets have been identified as
valued by the employer and thus brought to a greater light through credentialing on one’s resume, the institution still
needs to consider culling weaker elements of the curriculum in favor of more valued or progressive courses. While
potentially controversial, replacing courses that add little value to employability and success should be considered. Strada
and Emsi report in their paper that many liberal arts majors are less likely than other majors to report that their
coursework was helpful or that they acquired important life skills iv. To improve the curriculum, the voice of the employer
needs to be heard. This could be accomplished by more active advisory committees and establishing ongoing
relationships with employers.
Strada and Emsi report the need to develop and improve competencies such as problem-based learning. While some
graduates may already have this competency, acknowledging and recognizing this skill through badging and other
credentials could improve marketability of the potential candidate.
Review the institution or academic department’s
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culture around the workforce and employability. An
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processes to implement, manage and evaluate how
it supports students and graduates entering the
workforce. Marrying the curricular concepts and
theories with practical experiences, as well as
encouraging the learner to add optional skills to
further increase employability should be embedded
in the culture of the institution regardless of
academic department and degree. A recent UPCEA
survey v of recent liberal arts graduates in the U.S.
shows that only 38% felt that their institution was
very or extremely focused on employment. Liberal
arts students need to know from day one the
importance of career-readiness. Advising and career development should be on-going, visible and proactive throughout
the student’s tenure at the institution.
Future UPCEA research will address institutional preparedness for employment, career goals and migration, and what
skills or competencies they bring to the workplace.
Additional UPCEA survey findings and Emsi/Strada insights will be presented at the UPCEA Annual Conference in Seattle
on March 28, 2019.
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